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• Controlling eigenfunctions with a

“landscape function.”
• Adapting to quantum graphs
• Case studies to show what to expect

• Different estimates work best in

different régimes
• Heat kernel bounds (uniform)
• Agmon’s method
• Maximum principle
• Adaptations of PDE tricks
• Adaptations of ODE tricks

Why do eigenfunctions

localize?

• The tunneling effect.
• Randomness (Anderson localization).
However, here we consider only deterministic
Hamiltonians.

• Different mathematical tools
needed in different energy régimes.

Why do eigenfunctions

localize?

• And how do these mechanisms work on

quantum graphs?
• (to be deﬁned…)

Landscape functions
1. The game is to find an easily

computed Υ(x, E) such that for any
normalized eigenfunction ψ(x):
H ψ(x) = E ψ(x),
|ψ(x)| ≤ Υ(x, E).
2. cf. Filoche, Mayboroda, Steinerberger

Landscape functions
We have to accept that a given eigenfunction
may be far smaller than Υ(x, E) in some
regions. Consider a non-symmetric doublewell problem
|ψ(x)| ≤ Υ(x, E),
and the “flea on the elephant” phenomenon.
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Landscape functions

Landscape functions
The best realistic hope for a landscape
function is that it is small and of the
right order in the classically forbidden
region V > E, but it will be much cruder
where V < E.

Landscape functions
“Case studies” show that even more
things can go wrong when we try to
landscape quantum graphs. First, we
recall what quantum graphs are:

Graphs and quantum graphs

Graphs and quantum graphs
ª Combinatorial graphs are abstract

networks of vertices (or nodes) and
connections (or edges). Graphs
originated with Euler’s solution of the
puzzle of the 7 bridges of Königsberg.
ª Graphs are in 1-1 correspondence with
a class of matrices, their adjacency
matrices.

One way to explain graphs

Quantum graphs

Quantum graphs
ª Quantum graphs have been rediscovered

many times, of course with uncorrelated
terminology and notation.
ª Pauling, 1936, benzene rings; Ruedenberg and

Scherr, 1953
ª Quantum wires became popular in 90’s
ª Duclos-Exner

ª Smilansky and associates, late 90’s, chaotic

features.

Quantum graphs
ª Vertices are connected by edges, on

which
.
ª The solutions are continuous and
connected at the vertices by conditions
such as

“Kirchhoff conditions”

Quantum graphs
ª Kirchhoff conditions correspond to the

energy form

on H1(Γ). (Like Neumann BC)

Quantum graphs
ª QGs have some one-dimensional

features and some multi-dimensional
features.
ª But they have one feature that is
disturbingly different from ODEs or
(elliptic) PDEs

There’s no unique continuation
principle through vertices!
ψ(x) = N sin(10 π x)

ψ(x) = 0

There’s no unique continuation
principle through vertices!
ψ(x) = N sin(10 π x)

ψ(x) = 0

GAME OVER?

Different methods in
different régimes
ª The tunneling régime
ªUse Agmon’s method.

where V(x) > E

ª When E > V but not too much
ªBuild on the torsion function.
ª Any relationship between E and V but

no vertices.
ªSome ODE methods.
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where e(x) denotes the edge containing x. If e(x) has infinite length, the terms
containing |e(x)| in the denominator are interprteted as 0.

Step 1. Uniform control

We remark that the proof implies a slightly stronger bound than that stated in
the theorem, at the price of minimizing a less intuitive expression involving theta
functions.

ª The heat kernel is pt-wise bounded by an

Proof. In this proof, if an edge has infinite length, we regard it as the union of
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Step 1. Uniform control
ª One way to bound the heat kernel is to

use the fact that the eigenfunctions
with V=0 are of the form cos(k (x-)) on
each edge, for which the L2 and L∞
norms are comparable.
ª This gives the bound we want with a
factor of 3/2. (Probably.)

Step 2. nonuniform control
in the tunneling régime
following Agmon

Luminy,1993

Agmon estimates
ª The decrease of eigenfunctions is a

geometric concept.
ª In the 80’s, Agmon produced manydimensional estimates that resemble
Liouville-Green in 1D.
ª The book of Hislop-Sigal has a good
treatment.
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Agmon
for
quantum
graphs
We can then minimize over paths P to obtain an upper bound, which decreases exponentially into the tunneling region. This proves:
Theorem 3.1. For x 2 ⌧E with dist(x, @⌧E )
| (x)| 
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exp( ⇢A (x, @⌧E ; E)).
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by 1. We caution that, unlike the upper bound of Theorem 3.1,
the magnitude of the wave function itself may, and frequently does, change
monotonically at an exponential rate when passing through a barrier. Of
course, if it does so, it must be exponentially small on one side or other of
the barrier.

